
INCOOR = Coordinate file 

 

INPUT_DMOL = DMol3 Program instructions 

 

Job file = submit to the batch queue 



Running DMol3 Calculations 

INCOOR 

INPUT_DMOL 

Job file 



Start with a car file 

car file is a format that is used 
by Accelrys.  You can view it using 
the vi editor. 



Viewing the file in vi editor 

At the command prompt you type 
$ vi co.car 
Use :q to quit this editor 



Convert the car file to dmol file format 

Use the program car_dmol 
It will prompt you for the input file name, 
number of atoms and output (dmol) name 



The DMol3 program recognizes only the name 
INCOOR. Copy the dmol file to INCOOR. 
Now you have a coordinates file. 
 

Making an INCOOR file 



Examining the INCOOR file 

You may use the vi editor to look at  
the INCOOR file. Type 
$ vi INCOOR 



Obtaining a INPUT_DMOL file 

The INPUT_DMOL file contains specific  
instructions for the calculation 
There are a number of INPUT_DMOL files such 
as INPUT_DMOL_FREQ, INPUT_DMOL_OPT 
and so on that can be used as templates if needed. 



An INPUT_DMOL file for a single point calculation 

The “energy” keyword refers to a single calculation 
You may need to change the Charge and Spin keywords 
for your molecule. 



An INPUT_DMOL file for a geometry optimization 
and frequency calculation 

The # means that a line is commented out 



The text of the cbrc script is given below. 
The paths need to be modified to have your name. 

Modify the path for the DMOL_DATA 
/home/YOUR_DIRECTORY/dmol_data 

Modify the path for working directory 
/share2/YOUR_DIRECTORY/$1 

Modify the path for bin directory 
/home/YOUR_DIRECTORY/bin/Dmol3 etc. 



The job file submits the job to the queue. 
The submitter on the HPC is the bsub command. 
You can generate a job file using a script. 
Please use cbrc (for the brc queue) or  
ccos (for the cos queue). 
 
To run the script you need to provide the  
file name (root name without extension) and 
directory name.  The format is 
 
$ cbrc FILE_NAME DIR_NAME > FILE_NAME.job 
 



When you have INCOOR, INPUT_DMOL and 
Job file you may run the job. 
 
$ bsub < FILE_NAME.job 
 
To check that the job is running use 
 
$ bjobs 
 
To kill the job use 
 
$ bkill PROCESS_ID 



For example, for CO you would use  
$ cbrc co CO > co.job 



Check the output in the co.outmol file 
$ vi co.outmol 

The bottom of the co.outmol 
should have the appearance 
on the left. 



Compile the program mpnm_diatomic 
Use the f77 fortran compiler 

The command for compilation is: 
$ f77 mpnm_diatomic.f  –o mpnm 
The –o flag tells the final name of  
the compiled program. You may  
call it anything you want. 
 
Here you see the instructions to 
run the program and generate  
output files (normal mode projections) 



If you type ls then you should see 
the projected files.  You may run 
them as single point (energy) calculations 
to generate the potential energy surface 
for the ground and excited states. 



To run multiple files you may wish to create 
a script that creates a job file to run multiple files.   
an example is the script mk_co_job 

Assuming you have a working cbrc and your 
Working directory is CO then you would just 
Use the command 
$ mk_co_job > tot.job 
Then run tot.job 
$ bsub < tot.job 
Make sure that you are using an INPUT_DMOL 
file with the energy keyword. 



To efficiently extract information for the outmol 
files use the “grep” command. 
For example 
$ grep energy *.outmol 
 
You will see a list of the energies.  If you want to save 
them to a file, use the redirect (>) like this. 
$ grep energy *.outmol > co_energy 
 
LINUX has a somewhat different order for the files 
so you many need to change the order, but energies 
will be in this file. 
. 



To extract the energies of the LUMO you will 
need to figure out which line in each output file 
contains the LUMO. Then use the appropriate 
grep command to extract those energies. 


